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Question: 1
Kip needs to verify that his sales form contains a revenue field value. Using JavaScript on his
web form, how can he do this?
A. if (document.sales_form.revenue.value == null ) {alert('Revenue is a required field') ;}
B. if (document.sales_form.revenue.text == "" ) {alert('Revenue is a required field') ;}
C. if (document.sales_form.revenue.value == "" ) {alert('Revenue is a required field') ;}
D. if (document.sales_form.revenue.value = null ) {alert('Revenue is a required field') ;}
Answer: C
Question: 2
Tony would like to use cookies in his Web application. How can he read and set cookies using
@Formula language?
A. He can set a cookie using @SaveHTTPHeader and read a cookie using @HTTPHeader.
B. He can set a cookie using @SetHTTPHeader and read a cookie using @GetHTTPHeader.
C. He can set a cookie using @SetHTTPHeader, but cannot read a cookie using @Formula
language.
D. He cannot set a cookie using @Formula language, but can read a cookie using
@GetHTTPHeader.
Answer: B
Question: 3
Kirk needs to allow anonymous access to his site. He would like to limit access to certain areas of
the site. Which of the following features should NOT be considered?
A. Access Control List
B. Hide-When formulas
C. Field encryption
D. Readers names fields
Answer: B
Question: 4
JavaServer Pages (JSPs) run on which of the following servers?
A. Web application servers, but not Domino servers
B. Domino servers only
C. Websphere and Domino servers only
D. Web application servers and Domino servers
Answer: A
Question: 5
Daniel wants to change the size of his text field as it is rendered in a browser. Which of the
following will accomplish this?
A. Add "SIZE=100" to the HTML Attributes event of the field.
B. Change the field property to use "Native OS" and adjust the size.
C. Add "100" to the HTML Size event of the field.
D. The field size will be determined by the amount of text entered.
Answer: A
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Question: 6
Billy wrote some JavaScript code for validating user-entered field values on his Web forms. What
should he do to make that code available to all forms in his application?
A. Create a page named validate.js and embed it into each form.
B. Create a JavaScript Library and insert it into the JS Header event on each form.
C. Create a Shared Field with the JavaScript code and include the shared field in every form.
D. Attach a JS file to a page and embed the page into each form.
Answer: B
Question: 7
Bruce is working on a Domino server that has a third-party Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
certificate. The server supports both SSL and non-SSL HTTP protocols. How can he ensure that
users access his database via SSL?
A. Work with the Domino administrator to create a URL redirection document.
B. Hard-code all links to use "https://"
C. Select the database property "Redirect to SSL".
D. Select the database property "Require SSL connection".
Answer: D
Question: 8
Manish wants to send DXL from his agent to the Web browser. What should he include to have
the browser render the DXL in a readable format for his users?
A. A reference to a Javaappletfor display.
B. Embedded HTML for display.
C. A reference to an extensible style sheet for display.
D. JavaScript rendering functions for display.
Answer: C
Question: 9
Which JavaScript event should Bill use to run code in the Web client before saving a form?
A. onSave
B. onSubmit
C. onUnload
D. onFocus
Answer: B
Question: 10
Bill has a Java agent named All that will process the sales data for all documents created with the
Sales form. He would like to have Web users launch the agent via the web browser. How can he
do this?
A. Embed a Java applet on the form to call the agent.
B. Create a view action in the Sales view and use the @ToolsRunAgent function to launch the
agent.
C. Create a view action in the Sales view and use the@Command([RunAgent]) function to launch
the agent.
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